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“Lin Yuhan?” The young man frowned, feeling a bit familiar with the name, “Oh, when I
remember, it’s the girl that my brother Xiao liked, isn’t it.”

As he spoke, the young man raised his head and looked at the girl who had been
waiting in front of him.

“You are Lin Yuhan, right?”

“Yes, it’s really pretty.”

“No wonder my brother called you by name.”

The young man smiled, then took out a contract in front of him and threw it to Lin Yuhan.

“I don’t want to waste time, let’s just speak straight to the point.”

“My brother Yang Xiao, I am in love with you, so I asked me to keep you by name.”

“I, Ye Jian, have the most loyalty.”

“Brother’s wish, I naturally want to help him end it.”

“As long as you promise my brother’s woman, you will be indispensable in the future.”

“This entry contract, as a meeting ceremony, starts with a salary of 30,000 Dollar.”

“When you wait for my brother to take care of him, this young master will send you a
department manager. That is also a matter of one sentence.”

Ye Jian said lightly, in the words, there was a kind of lofty heroism.

That kind of feeling is like if you are a god, you can play with the fate of others at will.

But Lin Yuhan was stunned when he heard this.

On the pretty face, there are accidents, panic, and even more disbelief.



“how?”

“unwilling?”

Seeing Lin Yuhan’s delay in responding, Ye Jian frowned.

“Girl, you have to think clearly.”

“If you refuse, you will lose more than just an opportunity.”

“At that time, I promise that you will be unable to make any progress in Fenghai, and
even the entire Noirfork.”

“You are also from Noirfork. You should know the weight of Mufan Group in Noirfork,
right?”

Ye Jian picked up the coffee in front of him, while sipping it leisurely, while looking at the
young woman in front of him playfully.

The low and calm words fell into Lin Yuhan’s heart, but it was like a thunderstorm.

Lin Yuhan was obviously a little flustered.

The pretty face was pale, and there was panic and confusion in her beautiful eyes.

She did not expect that an interview she had prepared for several months and was full of
expectation would turn out to be such a result.

She didn’t even expect that the first lesson of getting out of campus and stepping into
society would be so cruel and dark.

She wanted to resist angrily, but she was afraid of the consequences Ye Jian said.

She knows the power of the Mufan Group, and she also believes that it is very easy for
such a giant to block her helpless little girl in the business world.

But, for this, do I have to give up my chastity and integrity? Are you going to accept
someone you don’t love?

For a while, Lin Yuhan was undoubtedly caught in a deep panic and entanglement,
lowered his head, and said nothing for a long time.

“My patience is limited.”

“I will give you three seconds to think about it.”

“If you agree, everything is easy to say.”



“But if you don’t agree, this young master will inform the entire Noirfork business
community and block your entire province!”

Ye Jian didn’t seem to have much patience to wait any longer.

He raised his head, sullen words sounded, and directly gave Lin Yuhan an ultimatum.

At that moment, Lin Yuhan’s pretty face was undoubtedly paler, and her thin body
trembled.

Although the interviewers next to him felt pity for this little girl who had not entered the
world deeply, they didn’t dare to say anything due to Ye Jian’s majesty.

However, just when Lin Yuhan was full of panic and despair, the door behind him was
suddenly pushed open.

Then, a cold laugh, like thunder, quietly sounded in the room.

“The whole province is blocked?”

“Master Ye, you are so majestic!”

“I don’t know, I probably thought that my Mufan Group was created by you, Ye Jian!”

Chapter 2833

Huh~

The cold wind swept the entire hall like a storm, engulfed in anger.

This sudden sound surprised Ye Jian and others.

Everyone followed the prestige, only to see a thin figure, just like this appeared in
everyone’s sight.

The man was young, thin, with a beautiful face.

But the moment he appeared, everyone felt an invisible majesty, like a nuclear
explosion, released from him, making people shudder!

At the moment when he saw this person, Ye Jian, who was originally invincible, seemed
to see a ghost, his pupils shrunk and his eyes widened.

A pair of eyeballs almost jumped out.



Deep in the eyebrows and eyes, a strong touch of horror and horror, like a torrential
flood, swept from the depths of my heart.

“Table… Table…”

However, before Ye Jian finished speaking, the interviewers next to him had already
stood up.

They stood up against the crime and yelled at the young man in front of him: “Where is
the bastard?”

“What a guts!”

“How dare you be disrespectful to President Ye?”

“The security guard, immediately beat me this fanatic and throw it out!”

“Mufan Group, where can you actually run wild?”

In order to show loyalty to Ye Jianbiao, these people also tried their best.

The old face flushed and roared.

After scolding, I didn’t forget to comfort Ye Jian: “Mr. Ye, didn’t you scare you?”

“Don’t worry, this brat dare to be disrespectful to you, we will definitely show him good
looks!”

Next to him, those old things were still cursing.

But at this time, Ye Jian was already scared.

Especially after hearing that they opened their mouths and shut their bad breath, and
they had to let the security guard throw the boy out, Ye Jian was almost frightened at the
time.

“Ciao!”

“Shall I go to Nima?”

“You want to kill me!”

Ye Jian scolded in panic, and then kicked those old things to the ground by himself.

“You wicked pens!”

“My cousin, you dare to offend?”



“Who gave you the courage!”

“What am I kicking you to death?!”

“Without my cousin, where did the Mufan Group come from, and where did you come
from?”

“I don’t know how to be grateful to my cousin. I still scolded my cousin and let my cousin
go. I think you don’t want to hang around here~”

In the room, Ye Jian violently beat the staff of the personnel department like crazy.

This scene undoubtedly stunned Lin Yuhan.

She didn’t know what was wrong, Ye Family Master, who was still alive and killed just
now, is now like a rat who saw a cat.

The fact is true, Mark’s sudden arrival undoubtedly made Ye Jian extremely frightened.

Since childhood, Ye Jian was a little afraid of Mark.

After all, Ye Jian was beaten by Mark when he was a child, and his leg was interrupted
by Mark in the worst case.

Later, he repeatedly fought against Mark, and it was entirely due to his father’s power.

However, since the last Chinese New Year, Mark showed his majesty, and all the
dignitaries from all quarters came to bow down. From then on, Ye Jian was completely
afraid of his cousin, and never dared to confront Mark in the slightest.

Now, Mark appeared suddenly, and when he came up, he scolded himself with a cold
face. Ye Jian was naturally frightened for fear that Mark would break his leg again.

However, no matter how frightened he was, Ye Jian had to obediently go over and say
hello to Mark.

“Ye… Cousin Mark, why are you here?”

“Why don’t you tell me in advance.”

“Brother, please prepare in advance.”

“I haven’t seen you for more than a year, brother, I miss you so much.”

“Really~”

“Now when I close my eyes every night, it looks like my cousin. You are also in my ears
for your brotherly teachings~”
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